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Tournament and Betting Strategies  
Decisions that Make It or Break It 

 

On the eve of the Orleans Championship - the largest thoroughbred handicapping tournament in terms of 
purse money - we'll take a fresh look at strategy and choices with wagering.  This newsletter has covered 
the Orleans tournament with incomparable detail over the past several years; please refer to past issues of 
HTR Monthly if you want specific information about what it takes to win it (all past issues are available 
free on our web site).  For this issue, we'll look at the more esoteric concepts of decision-making, profits 
and those inevitable tough decisions.  
 
Imagine you are at the tournament.  You spot a primed and ready 7/2 shot that attracts your eye.  The 
horse displays sharp recent form, continues to work well and his pace and speed figs and most of its other 
numbers are among the best in the field based on your computer readouts.  Perhaps a crowd favorite or 
hot jockey is taking too much action on another horse, or maybe the race looks wide open to most players 
or they are scrambling to play the pick6 carryover and ignoring the win odds.  Whatever the reason, the 
7/2 overlay looks real tough to beat in your eyes and the price is tempting and generous.  Should you play 
this good thing in the contest and rack up some easy points?  Or go for that 17/1 shot with the strong late 
kick, but has a low rated trainer and inconsistent record?  
 
Perhaps you take a common course of action.  You play the 17/1 horse in the tournament and you bet $20 
real money on the 7/2 shot, as well as combine him in exactas with the 17/1 and a couple of other long-
shots.  Your horse runs big as expected, putting away the favorite on the outside and winning by two 
lengths.  With the favorite finishing second, you miss the pittance exacta, but profit about $50 on the race 
for the win bet after deducting your losing exacta bets.  Terrific handicapping - but don't spend that 50-
bucks all in one place!  Years of experience, excellent analysis and a sharp eye for a successful overlay 
and you have $50 to show for it.  Since you sacrificed a precious contest bullet on the 17/1 who rallied for 
a belated 4th, and lost out on a promising exacta, the 50 dollars profit is hardly making you feel better.  
Especially since those contest points on the 7/2 horse would have helped get you some momentum and 
confidence going.  Now you're sitting there glum and thinking: "how often do I get a sure thing 7/2 shot - 
wasted opportunity - stupid, stupid, stupid....." 
 
These feelings are normal for all of us, whether or not we are playing in a tournament.  We spend hours 
studying and understanding a race that unfolds as expected, but somehow we screw it up by betting horri-
bly and then have nothing to show for it.  The frustration may snowball immediately as we make even 
worse choices and bad bets and lose it all on a card that showed so much promise.   
 
Horse betting has always been about choices -- not answers.  There are no definitive outcomes to a thor-
oughbred race.  It is not video poker or blackjack where a specific strategy must be played in order to 
achieve a positive long run return.  In the example above, perhaps the 7/2 shot would have been the right 
choice to play in the tournament.  Although the points earned for a horse paying $9 are not significant, the 
jolt of self-confidence may have been huge and momentum set in motion.  Nothing succeeds like success.  
At the end of the tournament, when the scores are posted, thousands of dollars in prize money often hinge 
on a few points, someone made the right choices, many others did not. 
 
Sequencing vs. Win% 
We tend to look at past results in terms of win percentage.  Those win% numbers are probably very accu-
rate, yet they can be deceptive.  At the seminar I offered an interesting example of a trainer with a 20% 
win rate with first-time-starters for a 1 year calendar period. 
 
Our subject trainer concludes the year, not only with a great win percentage, but also has positive ROI of 
1.20 with 30 starters.  Let's review his sequence of winners on page-3.  
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Tournament and Betting Strategies 
Sequencing vs. Win% 

 
TRAINER WITH  FTS    30 Starters   20% win   1.20  ROI 
 

1. W $13 
2. L 
3. W $11 
4. W $21 
5. L 
6. L 
7. W $7 
8. L 
9. W $15 
10 L 
11 L 
12 L 
13 L 
14 L 
15 L 
16 L 
17 L 
18 L 
19 W $5 
20 L 
21 L 
22 L 
23 L 
24 L 
25 L 
26 L 
27 L 
28 L 
29 L 
30 L 

 

Analysis 
Reviewing this trainer's stats at face value we might be persuaded that he or she is very good with FTS 
(20% 1.20 ROI).  After the first 10 starts the trainer was a whopping 50% winner in this category with 
considerable profits.  Now the trainer-stat watchers will begin to bet enthusiastically and the odds will 
drop. Normally, we tend to become aware (and begin to wager) on highly positive statistics at the point 
where they have reached their peak, as in this case around the 10th start.  Now the trainer hits a slump 
with his FTS, losing 9 of the next 10, scoring with just one $5 winner.  Even with the losing streak, the 
trainer still has a record of 6 for 20 for the year so far - 30% - very good.  At this point, many more handi-
cappers jump on the bandwagon as they discover a trainer with a 30% win w/FTS with a healthy sample 
size.  But all bets going forward are losers out as he failed to score again the rest of the year.  At the con-
clusion of the year, the record is 20% wins and ROI 1.20 from 30 starters.  That is excellent by any meas-
ure as the average trainer wins with less than 7% of their first timers.   
 
Sequences vs. Win% 
In the trainer example above, most bettors would have lost their bankroll (gambler's ruin) despite the fact 
that the win statistics held positive throughout the year.  Whether you are involved in a tournament, a 
weekend at the track, betting spot plays or just trying to find key horses, the sequence of events will 
determine how things turn out, regardless of the short or long-term percentages.        
 
Sequencing is the pattern of winners and losers.  On page-4 we'll discuss it further.    
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Tournament and Betting Strategies 
Sequencing vs. Win% 

 

Peruse the three arrays of wins and losses below.  Each "W" winner paid $10.  Each series resulted in a 
win rate of 30% and a flat bet ROI of 1.50 for the day.  Consider your betting personality for a moment 
with each sequence.  Which is most likely to benefit you?   I'll discuss each one from my own perspective 
as well how it might affect anyone.   
 
1) W W W L L L L L L L 
 

2) L L L L L L L W W W 
 

3) L W L L L W L L W L 
 

1. For some people, sequence (1) is a beautiful thing.  Hit and run.  They would pocket the early 
profits and lay low the rest of the day, betting small and protecting their profits.  A few would 
even go home and call it a great day.  In my case, a losing day would probably occur.  I tend to be 
a very cautious bettor early in the card and need to gain momentum late in the day to get into the 
'zone'.  While winning the first three in a row would be great, I would typically use the early 
profits as leverage in an attempt to crush the card and go for much more.   Many horse bettors I 
know are very headstrong and tend to wager a disproportionate amount of their bankroll in the 
early races.  This sequence would benefit them, but most of these guys would lose it all back 
without another winner the rest of the day.  

 
2. This sequence is perfect for me - waiting until the end of the day to gather my wind and hit these 

races with a full head of steam.  My chances of profit on this series of events in nearly 100%.  
Most horseplayers are not so patient.  Either they would have already been wiped out by the long 
series of losers prior to the final three wins, or they would be low on funds and lower on confi-
dence to make much money from the final three winners.  A good percentage of folks would have 
gone home broke before the late winners came in. 

 
3. Sequence (3) is a more typical series of wins and losses.  I suspect most players would be able to 

make a small profit from this mixture of early, middle and late hits on the card.  Yet all of us have 
managed enough stupidity in a day at the track to turn this opportunity into a bust.  Unlike the 
previous two series though, there are no winning streaks here and that might be a monkey wrench 
for many players.... 

 
A 'winning streak' usually means that two or more scores have come in immediate succession.  And there 
is nothing like it for the gambler to hit a rapid series of two or more wins.  If you play casino games such 
as craps, baccarat or blackjack, the power of the streak is unmistakable; in fact it is almost critical for 
profits.  The impetus of successive wins will set the player's ego and bankroll into profitable overdrive.  
The essential lesson here for the horseplayer - if you make a modest score - now is the time to strike for 
an immediate second hit.  Do not sit and gloat about how brilliant you are while counting the c-notes, 
focus quickly on knocking down another one.  This is how professionals make most of their money.  For 
the tournament player, back-to-back longshot winners is like an avalanche hitting your opponents.  
 
I once read an interesting baseball statistic.  When the home team hits back-to-back homeruns in the 
game, the win percentage shoots up to over 80% in their favor.  The rapid venom of two quick slugs and a 
crowd roaring is usually too much for the opposition pitcher to deal with.  His team is probably demoral-
ized as well.  The energy, enthusiasm and the high-fives are infectious.  Same thing happens in horse 
tournaments, two consecutive longshot hits will throw off your opponent's concentration and force them 
to play catch-up in a glum mood.  I'm sure if you look back on your most profitable times at the track, 
they all included favorable consecutive scores--perhaps a track bias caught your eye, or you tagged along 
with hot connections or maybe the stars just aligned right for you.  In the end, we gain the bulk of our 
profits from these short bursts - grinding will not work unless you can bet $50,000 or more a month and 
receive at least a 5% rebate. 
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Advanced Handicapping and Research 
K-1   Increasing the Win% and ROI  

 
November 1999:  While tweaking and testing the (K) rating for the new Windows version of HTR, my 
"all burger" test (every race in the database) result for the top ranked (K-1) hit the nail on the head ===>   
 
Year 1999  K-1  Win:30% ROI:0.90  WP:51%  Place ROI: 0.90 
 

More than four years later, the ROI for K-1 has dropped to 0.88, yet the other test numbers above have 
held steady.  There are logical reasons why the K-1 win ROI has declined a bit.  Certainly the public has 
increased its interest in solid favorites and are hammering them.  Mutuel pools are being hit late with 
simulcast money as technology has enabled a greater awareness of horses that have clear advantages. 
 
Our study this month will look exclusively at the K-1, which is the top ranked horse from HTR and often 
the most probable winner of a race.  We'll review the background on the rating and then look at numerous 
tables and charts that will combine other factors with the K-1 in an attempt to increase its potency. 
 
The (K) is not a new factor.  We introduced it into the DOS HTR program back in 1996.  My goal was to 
make a whole-number rating that would become the backbone contender selector for the software.  It suc-
ceeded modestly at first, selecting 50% winners with the top-2.  But the vast majority of the top picks 
with the DOS (K) were favorites.  As time went on my efforts to improve the (K) were primarily to make 
a rating that could uncover overlays and longshots and place them into the top-4.  With the introduction of 
the Windows version of HTR, the (K) became a "dynamic" rating.  This means the formula changes 
according to the race situation.  A Grade I turf route at Belmont cannot be handicapped the same as a 5.5f 
sprint for maiden claimers at Emerald.   Age/sex/class/dist/surf were separated.   For example: power final 
fraction, trainer record and proven class are far more important factors in a Grade I turf event as opposed 
to comparing early speed and recent sharpness for the maiden claiming sprint. 
 
To my pleasant surprise, the effort to "move up" higher priced winners into the top-4 (K) proved benefi-
cial to the K-1 as well.  Apparently, some of the overlays began to get to the top of the list.  The win per-
centage did not decline below 30%, but the ROI fattened to an excellent 0.90 at that time.  Losing 10-
cents on the dollar may not sound like much of an achievement at face value, but there is no other auto-
matic selection method on the planet that could match those results.  Certainly no human that could select 
a top horse in 60,000 races a year and achieve those numbers.  Betting all favorites, or any mechanical 
method using speed figures returns about 83 cents on the dollar.  During this time, our Fr1 results did 
exceed the ROI for the (K), the return was about 0.92, yet the win rate was well below 20% and relied on 
bombshell longshots to fatten the profits; the (K) was far more consistent. 
 
One important development with the (K) that was dealt with from the very start was a complete reduction 
in ties.  Many speed figure or power rating test results include ties in the win percentage with no dis-
claimer, even though the ties inflate the win%.  It's just not fair to offer test results based on races where 
there was more than one selection in some races.  The (K) is 99.99% free of this problem due to carrying 
the number out to four decimal places internally.  On the HTR software screens and printouts, the (K) 
rankings are correctly separated and ranked, even though the numbers are shown in integer (whole num-
ber) format.     
 
On pages 6-9 we'll look at the K-1 in tandem with many other factors and test it in three different dis-
tance/surface scenarios.  Our goal, as always, is to find some tendency that can be exploited for profit.  
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Advanced Handicapping and Research 
K-1   Increasing the Win% and ROI

 

Let's start with an "all burger" test (no filters, every race tested) and add one factor to the K1 to determine 
which of them are the most potent in raising that 30% win rate and 0.88 ROI.   I used about two years 
worth of data, which I have trimmed of severe wet blow-off days, bush tracks and the weakest fairs.  If 
you notice a factor that is conspicuously absent from the list, such as C90 or nVEL, that's because they 
are already key ingredients in the (K) and do not alter the results much.  Velocity rankings were computed 
using PL-5. 
 
Factors            Plays      Win  ROI       WP%  PROI 
 
K-1 (any)          81247      30%  0.88      51%  0.90  
 
K-1 + Fr1-1        23547      33%  0.92      56%  0.94 
K-1 + Fr1-2        17646      31%  0.88      50%  0.89 
 
K-1 + E/P-1        32548      32%  0.91      52%  0.94 
 
K-1 + Fr3-1        11424      35%  0.90      58%  0.93 
K-1 + Lv-1         15491      35%  0.90      57%  0.92 
 
K-1 + PED-1        12826      34%  0.91      55%  0.93 
K-1 + PED-2        12562      32%  0.88      53%  0.91 
K-1 + PED >=450    20823      32%  0.87      52%  0.90 
 
K-1 + TRN >=350    19728      34%  0.91      54%  0.93 
K-1 + JKY >=300    27923      34%  0.89      53%  0.91 
 
K-1 + Live(*)(+)   27465      32%  0.87      53%  0.90 
K-1 + Live >=6     10848      31%  0.86      52%  0.89 
K-1 + ACL-1        22539      30%  0.85      51%  0.88 
 
K-1 + WK1          13394      34%  0.93      55%  0.95 
K-1 + WK2          11684      32%  0.89      52%  0.90 
K-1 + WK >=80      11463      32%  0.89      52%  0.91 
K-1 + WK >=85      04661      35%  0.94      55%  0.96 
 
Data Notes 
Items such as Fr1-1 refer to the top(1) ranking in that category.  The Live factors were discussed in the 
August 2003 and September 2003 newsletters, same for the workout (Wk) ratings.  PED-1 or 2 refers to 
the horses ranked 1-2 in with the HTR Pedigree rating.  PED >= 450 restricted the K-1 plays to those 
horses with a rated HTR Pedigree score of 450 or more.  Trainer (TRN) and Jockey (JKY) rankings had 
no effect on the K-1; same for the C90, nVEL as they are essential to the (K) formula already.   But if the 
Trainer is rated >= 350 the effect on the K-1 is very positive as shown.   
 

PROI = return on investment for betting $1 to Place on each of the plays in the category, while the WP% 
refers to the percentage of plays that finished 1st or 2nd.  The total number of Plays in each category is 
very important if you are formulating spot plays from the K-1; if the play total drops below 5% of the 
"any", it would concern me - in this case that would mean under 4,000 races, so it was not an issue here. 
 

Analysis    
This is the "all burger" for the K-1, every race in my slightly censored database, no filters.  The workout 
rating is the nice surprise here.  Wk-1 and Wk-85 are an excellent addition to the K-1 and offer the largest 
ROI increases of all the factors shown.  The Live was a disappointment, but is really another redundant 
factor (such as C90 or nVEL) because recent form is a strong element of the (K) formula.  Fr1 and E/P-1 
are both excellent companions to the K-1.  Notice the strength of Fr3 and Lv in the Place columns.   
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Advanced Handicapping and Research 
K-1   Grass Routes

 

We'll begin our look at the K-1 under various circumstances by testing grass route races first.  Previous 
examinations of the (K) rating on the turf have shown weaker results than dirt.  Grass races comprise 
about 10% of North American racing.  For this test, I restricted the distance from 7.5f - 9.5f.  Maidens 
were included, but they comprise a very small portion of the test overall.  Turf sprints and marathons are 
growing in popularity among bettors and racing secretaries alike, as they tend to attract large fields and 
have interesting outcomes.  I excluded them here as those races are very aboriginal to the individual race-
track and feature a wide variety of course configurations and unusual gate placements.       
 
Turf Races 7.5f - 9.5f   All Class Levels 
 

Factors            Plays      Win  ROI       WP%  PROI 
 

K-1 (any)          05549      28%  0.85      47%  0.87  
 
K-1 + Fr1-1        00382      26%  0.69      49%  0.83 
K-1 + Fr1-2        00536      32%  0.93      51%  0.92 
 
K-1 + E/P-1        00567      28%  0.75      50%  0.87 
 
K-1 + Fr3-1        01898      31%  0.94      52%  0.91 
K-1 + Lv-1         15491      29%  0.86      49%  0.89 
 
K-1 + PED-1        00927      30%  0.84      50%  0.86 
K-1 + PED-2        00809      28%  0.79      48%  0.83 
K-1 + PED >=450    00483      29%  0.82      49%  0.82 
 
K-1 + TRN >=350    01481      29%  0.84      48%  0.85 
K-1 + JKY >=300    02425      29%  0.82      50%  0.87 
 
K-1 + Live(*)(+)   01392      27%  0.83      47%  0.86 
K-1 + Live >=6     01123      29%  0.89      49%  0.89 
K-1 + ACL-1        01834      28%  0.86      50%  0.90 
 
K-1 + WK1          00680      32%  0.94      50%  0.92 
K-1 + WK2          00643      31%  0.89      53%  0.93 
K-1 + WK >=80      00995      29%  0.85      48%  0.88 
K-1 + WK >=85      00396      37%  1.09      56%  1.03 
 

Analysis
It is not unusual for turf route test results to confound conventional wisdom.  Remember here we are 
testing K-1 only - the K-1 is the top (K) formula selection based on all factors.  Turf race (K) ratings are 
computed much differently than dirt races in HTR, with far more weight given to class, late speed, jockey 
and trainer, and less to early speed and final time figures.  You can see the emphasis in the totals above, 
with large percentage of the K-1's exhibiting highly ranked late speed (Fr3 and Lv) and strong trainer and 
jockey ratings.  Fr3, as might be expected, augments the K-1 on turf and pumps up the win% and ROI. 
 
Early speed is an obvious detriment to the K-1 on grass, although the Fr1-2 (rank 2nd in Fr1) results were 
unusually positive.  The sample is small with Fr1 and E/P as the (K) rating is weighted for late speed, but 
the terrible ROI is telling in the Fr1-1 and E/P-1 categories.  Strong Pedigree, Trainer and Jockey have a 
surprisingly negative effect on the results and don't even increase the win percentage much.   
 
The Workout rating is a standout to the entire sample.  A strong flat bet profit could even be realized 
using those K-1's with an 85+ rating, although the sample is a bit skinny.  However, it should be noted 
that the maximum mutuel in the "85" category was $21, so the ROI was not skewed by a few bombs. The 
humbling results with K-1 in grass routes is a testament to the competitive nature of these races.  Betting 
low priced, obvious selections on turf, especially claimers, is good strategy for going broke fast! 
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Advanced Handicapping and Research 
K-1   Fast Dirt Routes

 

This test includes fast (only) dirt routes from 8.0f - 10.0f.  Maidens were excluded in this test as they are 
an unusual sub-group that actually has a strong positive impact on the numbers and I didn't want to mix 
them in and distort the results.  You'll see quite an increase in the sample sizes here compared to the turf 
routes, lending more confidence to the results carrying forward.  Another reason for sensing that these 
numbers are secure is that the highest win mutuel achieved in this test was $33; remember this is K-1 and 
there won't be many plays over 6/1 and therefore the volatility is low.     
 
Dirt Races 8.0f - 10.0f   Non-Maidens Only 
 

Factors            Plays      Win  ROI       WP%  PROI 
 
K-1 (any)          17858      29%  0.86      49%  0.88  
 
K-1 + Fr1-1        05350      30%  0.93      50%  0.93 
K-1 + Fr1-2        04157      29%  0.84      48%  0.85 
 
K-1 + E/P-1        07251      29%  0.86      49%  0.91 
 
K-1 + Fr3-1        01898      35%  0.85      56%  0.91 
K-1 + Lv-1         02663      33%  0.86      50%  0.90 
 
K-1 + PED-1        02992      33%  0.86      53%  0.90 
K-1 + PED-2        02773      30%  0.84      51%  0.89 
K-1 + PED >=450    04796      31%  0.84      51%  0.89 
 
K-1 + TRN >=350    04664      32%  0.86      53%  0.91 
K-1 + JKY >=300    06725      33%  0.85      53%  0.91 
 
K-1 + Live(*)(+)   04976      29%  0.83      50%  0.89 
K-1 + Live >=6     02821      29%  0.80      49%  0.85 
K-1 + ACL-1        03832      31%  0.83      51%  0.86 
 
K-1 + WK1          03045      34%  0.95      55%  0.96 
K-1 + WK2          02726      30%  0.88      51%  0.88 
K-1 + WK >=80      02750      31%  0.87      51%  0.89 
K-1 + WK >=85      01295      36%  0.97      57%  0.99 
 

Analysis
What's going on here - why do accepted handicapping factors such as a recent strong effort  - Live (*)(+) 
- a top trainer or jockey, or even good closing speed fail to produce any returns?  Not due to win percent-
age, they are excellent and all rise into the strong 30% range.  Dirt routes for non-maidens tend to be 
smaller fields than sprints and the horses are usually a bit classier.  The bettors are really crushing the 
obvious "best horse on paper" in dirt routes these days.  An educated public armed with sophisticated 
pace and speed figs, detailed past-performances and arrays of trainer stats are all going to gravitate in the 
same direction, hit about 30% winners with $5.50 average win price.  The K-1 grabs its share of the same 
without all that effort - yet there is no money in it. 
 
The HTR Workout score is completely camouflaged from public view, as it just cannot be understood 
visually.  It is a rating that requires a computer to comprehend a series of patterns and relate them to the 
other horses.  Only a few top horseplayers can recognize these work patterns by sight and only after con-
siderable scrutiny.  Fr1 has always been a stalwart with dirt routers because the public doesn't like to bet 
runaway early speed in routes.  This is why the workout and Fr1 are standouts here for ROI - they are not 
understood or embraced by the other bettors and overlays are frequent enough to take a shot if the odds 
exceed 4/1. 
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Advanced Handicapping and Research 
K-1   Fast Dirt Sprints All Levels

 

We'll save the best for the last.  The K-1 is very potent with just about every level of (fast) dirt sprint from 
cheap maiden claimers to graded stakes, so no separation in the data.  Notice the difference here in the 
standard handicapping factors such as trainer, jockey, "live" and ACL perform far better than in the pre-
vious route tests.  I did eliminate wet tracks from this sample. 
 
Fast Dirt Sprints 4.5f-7.5f   All Types of Races 
 

Factors            Plays      Win  ROI       WP%  PROI 
 
K-1 (any)          41183      33%  0.90      53%  0.92  
 
K-1 + Fr1-1        12983      34%  0.94      54%  0.95 
K-1 + Fr1-2        09339      32%  0.92      52%  0.92 
 
K-1 + E/P-1        18022      33%  0.93      53%  0.95 
 
K-1 + Fr3-1        05112      37%  0.91      59%  0.94 
K-1 + Lv-1         07523      36%  0.90      58%  0.93 
 
K-1 + PED-1        06957      35%  0.93      56%  0.95 
K-1 + PED-2        06440      32%  0.90      54%  0.93 
K-1 + PED >=450    10104      33%  0.91      53%  0.92 
 
K-1 + TRN >=350    09994      35%  0.95      55%  0.95 
K-1 + JKY >=300    13611      35%  0.93      56%  0.93 
 
K-1 + Live(*)(+)   14997      32%  0.90      52%  0.91 
K-1 + Live >=6     05072      33%  0.91      54%  0.92 
K-1 + ACL-1        08356      32%  0.92      55%  0.89 
 
K-1 + WK1          06902      34%  0.93      55%  0.94 
K-1 + WK2          05908      34%  0.92      53%  0.92 
K-1 + WK >=80      05491      32%  0.92      51%  0.93 
K-1 + WK >=85      02211      33%  0.89      54%  0.92 
 
Analysis 
Just about everything made it into the 90's for the win ROI -- everything but the workout "85" which was 
our best factor in the previous tests!  Interesting that the Fr3 and Lv pump the percentages more than all 
the other items, including the early speed factors.   
 
The results are encouraging overall, even for the "any"; so I'm wondering if it makes more sense to study 
the K-1 in fast dirt sprints by itself in terms of the rating number and the gaps between the (K) horse's 
ratings in each race.  For example; we already know that a K-1 with a score of 110 or higher will win in 
excess of 40% and is far stronger than a K-1 with a score of 105 (wins under 28%).  Also a K-1 that is 5 
points higher than the 2nd rank produces stronger results.  The (K) rating in sprints is designed pretty 
much as you would expect for a power rating - emphasis on pace and speed figures, recent sharp form and 
a solid record at the distance.  In other words, the (K) takes care of itself and it may not be necessary to 
try and combine it for a spot play, rather just study it from the standpoint of the rating itself as most of 
these factors are weighted into the formula anyway. 
 
The new workout rating is a key exception to items that are factored into the (K) computation.  I do have 
a provision for raw workouts with some first time starters in the (K) formula, but it is rudimentary and 
based entirely on the A-B-C scores found in HTR.  I may try, in the future, to incorporate the new work-
out rating into the (K) if mass testing shows that it will improve the overall performance. 
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Software Upgrade 
HTR2 Update and Export Enhancement

 
The emphasis with this month's update is the export files and the printing.  I am also slowly grasping all 
the nuances of the automatic-download.  As of this writing (Sept 29) it was still in progress, but I will not 
disable the current auto-download in any case. 
 
HX4 Export Function adds several interesting items for your research.  Please read the details in the 
HX4 specification file (HX4.txt) available on our website.  Here are the highlights. 
 
• All the "Live" data from the KM Screen including the symbolism (integers used in export) 
 

• Early Energy%, same as in velocity screens. 
 

• Weight differential from last start  (today's weight assignment minus weight carried last out). 
 

• Layoff 90-day flag.  1st, 2nd and 3rd start after a 90-day layoff. 
 
HX5 Export is the Past-performance file.  Read the HX5.txt file spec.  It adds the following information- 
 
• 1call, 2call and finish raw race times in seconds + hundredths.  These times are presented in this for-

mat so that user can immediately compute from them.  Ex:  98.37 is exported instead of 1:38.4.    

• 1call, 2call, and stretch positions.  This is the integer position (not beaten lengths).  The finish posi-
tion is already in the file (read HX5.txt) 

 

• 1call, 2call, stretch and finish Beaten Lengths.  A race leader (or winner at the finish) will be exported 
with a negative number to indicate the leading margin; e.g.  -3.5 (finish) = won by 3 1/2 lengths.  

 

In all cases above  
 

0 = no data;  99 BL = did not finish;  - BL (negative number) = leader or winner margin; 
1call = 2f sprints; 4f routes 
2call = 4f sprints; 6f routes 
Stretch call = 1/8 mile from finish 
 
Printing Enhancements 
I finally spent some time revising and repairing all the print functions.  Hopefully there will be an option 
for everyone's printer and eyesight now.  You can use the FULL CARD Large print (Landscape) for 
[PP2] and [FIG2] in this version.  Other printing problems have been addressed.  Thanks very much to 
Gary T. for his valuable feedback and making me aware of several problems. 
 
Auto-Download 
I am working on a method of user-track-selection, as you'll see in this new version.  Ron at HDW will be 
assisting me by providing a special downloadable index that lists all the files available each day from the 
HTR subscriber site.  It will take some more time to configure that into a user-friendly interface.  If the 
new auto-download feature ('select tracks') does not work for you (it didn't work 100% for me) then 
please continue to use the A or B options or go to the Internet to get your files.  Time will evolve this into 
a very useful feature, especially for those of you with high-speed connections.   
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At the Track 
The Drop Sheet  -- I Thought This Dinosaur was Extinct 

 

On my way into the races at the "World's Largest (Los Angeles) County Fair" at Fairplex (FPX), some-
thing caught my wary horseplayer's eye.  A little blue tout-sheet stamped with the names of the early 
Daily Double winners.  Some of the sheets were on the ground; many more were placed on windshields.  
Something I hadn't seen in a decade - it was the classic "drop sheet". 
 
The "drop sheet" is a not-so-clever ruse by touts to attract (sucker) customers.  After the first two races 
are run, they fill in the "Ultimate $2000 Insiders Daily Double Selections" with the names of the actual 
winners.  They can do this quickly with a printer in the back of a van after the results are official.  I guess 
they copy off a few hundred and send someone into the parking lot or grandstand to put them on wind-
shields, or just toss them onto the ground as conspicuously as possible.  This is how they became known 
as the "drop" sheet.  The idea is to attract attention of a few naive bettors who will pick up the sheet, 
assume the touts have inside info and call the next day and get the $25 special.  The "Insiders Daily Dou-
ble" cost a ridiculous $2000, so they never actually sell those picks, and this enables them to continue 
dropping the phony sheet day after day with no follow up or documentation of results.  After decades of 
this from the 1960's, there could not have been too many suckers left in the grandstand to fall for it.  The 
advent of simulcast and home wagering cut way down on the potential customers as well and the drop 
sheet was an endangered species by 1990. 
 
The crowded fairgrounds must have seemed an attractive opportunity for the drop sheet salesmen to 
reprise the con.  Yet most of the visitors are attending the fair for exhibits and carnival and are not betting 
on horses.  They would have to print thousands of the sheets just to find someone stupid enough to call 
them.  Maybe this is the same saturation technique used by email SPAM, but the "drop sheet" requires a 
lot more hustle, labor and money to pull it off.  It is hard to imagine they got many customers for the 
effort.     
 
In my youth (I started playing the horses regularly at age 17) I would purchase the infamous tout sheets 
that littered Southern California tracks during the prime years of on-track racing in the 70's and 80's.  
Some of the salesmen stationed themselves on the road leading into the track.  Others advertised on radio 
and in racing publications.  Those of you that were active players in the Los Angeles area from the 1970’s 
are sure to remember "Turf-Craft", "Horse & Jockey", "King Sport", and my favorite - "The Masked 
Jockey".  All of these services implied that they had 'inside information' or were in on the fix.  I guess it 
took awhile for some of us to realize that $15 to $40 for these selections diminished the value of the 
information and the hyperbole!  By the 1990's the street touts faded were replaced by the 1-900 phone 
hucksters and later the Internet selectors, but they rarely claim "inside dope" anymore - that's no fun - the 
only ones I trusted were those that advertised with a photo that looked like they were in the mafia!     
 
The drop sheets thrived in the era when there was no other option for the bettor but to attend the races in 
person.  That almost seems like a thousand years ago to me.  Technology and other aspects of our busy 
world have forced the game to change rapidly and forever.  The touts are a traditional part of the ambi-
ence and fun of live racing.  Luckily there are still a few places that retain the feeling, most notably Sara-
toga and Oaklawn.  During the summer, I visited the tiny Ferndale fair near Humboldt California.  Live 
racing has taken place there since 1896.  The grandstand feels like 19th century and it is a nostalgic 
experience to walk through the place.  Even the locals feel that way - the little track is absolutely beloved.  
Ferndale was nearly swallowed up by modernization and could have easily lost its annual live meeting.  
Amazingly, people in the community formed the Live Racing Forever committee and raised funds and 
lobbied to retain the live horse racing.  Ferndale residents want the track to be named a California Histori-
cal site to protected it from destruction.  And yes, there are tout sheets at Ferndale, every bit a part of the 
landscape that makes live horse racing such a charming experience.   
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Late News – HTR People in the News 

 

Congratulations to Doug Craft (SoCal) and Mike Mayo (Dallas) as the latest HTR subscribers to 
qualify for the NTRA championship.  They finished 4th and 3rd respectively in the Reno Hilton 
tournament.  About three months left for the rest of us to make it to the ball. 
 
I will be out of the office from Oct 8 - 13 competing in the Orleans with at least a dozen other 
HTR players.  I'll report nightly about the tournament on our discussion board.  If you need 
anything while I'm away be sure to contact webmaster Rick or the HDW office.   
 
Breeders Cup at Santa Anita has favored the locals on dirt and been tough on east-coast ship-
pers.  Give extra credit to Juvenile contenders that have won in southern California. European 
invaders excel on the grass coarse (1 1/4m or 1 1/2m) as it features the unusual downhill design 
modeled after tracks in France and England.  While outside posts in the Turf-Mile would seem 
difficult to overcome with a short run to the turn, statistics do not bear this out; so ignore publi-
cations that promote this conventional wisdom.  Contending early speed is critical in dirt routes.  
Inside posts are a bear to fight in 6.0f races with large fields.     
 
 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then 
placed on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of 
HTR can view the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not 
an HTR download customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is avail-
able for a $79/year.  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of this newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 
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